
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Digital Campus Accessibility 
Web-based technology has revolutionized higher education from student and 
faculty interaction to course selection, class participation, career services - even 
campus meal plans have all been impacted by the Internet. Students today have 
unprecedented access to education and the college experience, but does that 
access extend to students, faculty, and staff with disabilities? 

Most organizations in the .edu space are familiar with digital accessibility and the 
concept of “universal design” but aren’t quite sure where to start. Or maybe you’ve 
taken some first steps, but you want to establish a formal accessibility process. 

At Deque Systems, we have solutions to take you every 
step of the way on your digital accessibility journey. 

Where do I start? 
Your best first step is an Accessibility Blueprint. 

Every “digital campus” is different but 
The Blueprint consists of a sample assessment of the

must include all or some combination 
applicable digital content performed by Deque’s team 

of the following digital content: 
of Accessibility Experts. Deque’s experts will then sit 

down with various stakeholders across your campus •	 Web Sites and Pages 
to ascertain your current state, immediate needs, long 

• Online Media 
term goals, resources, and timeline. Based on all this 

•	 Library Resources information, we will then return a clear and thorough 

report detailing the results of our assessment, an • Online Courses 
outline of “next steps” for your team, and additional 

• 3rd Party Tools and Applications insight into the specific challenges your developing 

• Learning Management Systems	 accessibility program is likely to face. 
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What tools do I need? 

aXe: the Accessibility Rules Engine 
If you want to start testing your web pages right away, download aXe. aXe is Deque’s free, open 
source accessibility testing rules library. We currently offer aXe browser extensions for Chrome and 
Firefox; or, if you have the technical chops, go ahead and download the repository on GitHub. aXe 
tests quickly and efficiently, and includes thorough descriptions of accessibility bugs and how to 
remediate them. And did we mention it’s free? 

Deque University 
Deque University is our online accessibility training and resource center and offers a wealth of 
web accessibility information packaged into online learning modules that you can access anytime, 
anywhere, and at your own pace. Course topics include Web Accessibility Fundamentals, Mobile 
Web Accessibility, and PDF accessibility, to name a few. 

You can walk through each module step by step, or you can use Deque University as a handy 
reference to find answers to specific questions related to your current projects. 

WorldSpace 
WorldSpace is Deque’s enterprise-level accessibility testing tool. Designed to meet the 
compliance needs of organizations with a large, dynamic web presence, WorldSpace provides 
advanced reporting, monitoring and management of accessibility issues against existing standards 
and regulations or customized guidelines. To serve all facets of large organizations, WorldSpace 
also offers special project management features to fit your existing organizations and processes. 

Why Deque? 
Deque Systems is a trusted leader and innovator in 
digital accessibility. We have a strong track record in 
assisting clients with the development of sustainable 
accessibility programs at the enterprise level. Deque’s 
robust suite of software tools, training programs, service 
offerings, and unparalleled level of expertise can take 
you through every step on the journey from Accessibility 
Project to Accessibility Program. 

attendees on our EDU 
Package through 2015 only! 

Want to Learn More? 
Give us a call at 703.225.0380 

Send an email to info@deque.com 

Or check out www.deque.com 

Product or service names listed herein are the property of their respective owners. 
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